The effect of stem cell-based therapies for neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer disease, Huntington disease, and Parkinson disease are currently being investigated. Here we specify possible therapeutic effects and possible side effects for patients and conclude that cellular therapies may have benefits for patients. The side effect described most commonly in the literature is the risk of tumor formation by stem cells not fully differentiated into neurons when transplanted or following viral transduction and subsequent differentiation to create induced pluripotent stem cells. This risk may be avoided by differentiating stem cells in culture before transplantation.
Introduction
Neurodegenerative diseases are characterized by loss of neurons in the brain or the spinal cord. They include diseases such as Alzheimer disease, Huntington disease, and Parkinson disease, for which no effective treatments have been found. These severe diseases lead to loss of life quality for affected individuals and large health care costs for society. Recently, neurons have been generated from various types of stem cells and transplanted into the brain of animal models and research subjects showing promise as potential future therapies for neurodegenerative diseases. Thus both animal studies and clinical trials have shown positive results through the use of stem cells for cellular replacement as well as for providing environmental enrichment to diminish the degeneration of neurons [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, cellular therapies are complicated, and many issues need to be addressed for each neurodegenerative disease before studies and trials can be started. According to Lunn et al. [1] and Kim and de Vellis [2] , these issues include what kind of stem cells would be the best source for a given disease, what are the mechanisms that lead to recovery, what are the potential side effects of that specific cell-based therapy, what results do we expect, and what are the inclusion/exclusion criteria of research subjects for the clinical trials? These topics have ethical components, including the ethical concepts of respect for autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice. Later in this article we will illustrate how these ethical concepts are entangled in the scientific issues which Lunn et al. [1] and Kim and de Vellis [2] propose that we need to address before studies and clinical trials can be started. For instance, 'potential side effects' have to do with nonmaleficence, 'results of clinical trials' have to do with the ethical concepts of informed consent (respect for autonomy) of the research subject and beneficial/maleficent output of testing new treatments, and 'inclusion/exclusion criteria' have to do with just selection of research subjects.
The American ethicists Beauchamp and Childress [5] have developed an ethical theory of principles, which specifically includes the mentioned ethical concepts of respect for autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice. Beauchamp and Childress believe that morally serious persons all know such rules as that of telling the truth, nurturing the young and dependent, not to kill, not to steal etc. According to Beauchamp and Childress, we all know these rules since they are part of a universal common morality, and each specific rule corresponds to one or more of the abstract principles of respect for autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice. These principles form the foundation of the common morality and specifically, they are useful to analyze ethically complex cases of biomedicine such as cellular therapies.
In this article we focus on examining ethical perspectives of cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases. First, we outline cellular therapy classifications and consider how these may be applied to neurodegenerative diseases in the future. Next, we study ethical issues of clinical trials regarding cellular therapy for neurodegenerative diseases. This study includes a presentation of the ethical theory of
Stem cell sources for transplantation
Various stem cells are being tested for therapies for neurodegenerative diseases due to their capacity to differentiate into specific cell types such as neurons. In general, stem cells can divide and differentiate into various cell types, and they can furthermore renew themselves producing more stem cells. The human body produces different kinds of stem cells mirroring the types of cells they can differentiate into and their source of origin.
Stem cells include Embryonic Stem cells (ES cells), progenitor cells such as Neural Progenitor Cells (NPCs), Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs), and induced Pluripotent Stem cells (iPS cells)
. ES cells can be isolated from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst and can differentiate into all specialized cells in the body (they are pluripotent). The isolation of ES cells from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst involves the use of an embryo which causes specific ethical and religious issues. Progenitor cells can be isolated from more differentiated tissues and give rise to fewer cell types than ES cells (they are categorised as multipotent cells). Their capacity is often determined by the kind of germ layer from where the progenitor cells originate. For instance, NPCs are isolated from neural tissue and they are able to differentiate into neurons. MSCs are adult stem cells found in the bone marrow (these cells are also categorised as multipotent cells). MSCs are able to differentiate into restricted cell types including cells in the neural lineage. Since MSCs can be derived from an autologous source (from one part of the body to another in the same individual) they may avoid or reduce immunological rejection and thereby the need for immunosuppression. In the case of a genetic disease such as HD it is not preferable to use cells from an autologous source since these cells will also contain the disease-causing mutation. Umbilical cord blood (CB) can be isolated from newborns right after delivery. CB contains different types of stem cells including immature stem cells, hematopoietic stem cells, endothelial stem cells, epithelial stem cells, mesenchymal stem cells, and unrestricted somatic stem cells [6] . In several studies on cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases using CB stem cells, mesenchymal stem cells have been the preferred cell type [7] [8] [9] . Some of the stem cells from CB have the ability to undergo pluripotential differentiation and they occupy an intermediate age stage between ES cells and adult stem cells meaning that they have a higher proliferating potential and longer telomeres than other types of somatic stem cells [6, 10] . Since cells isolated from CB have the advantage of being immunologically immature, immunosuppressive therapy may not be necessary upon transplantation [11] . Numerous public and private agencies offer storage of CB for later uses [6, 10] . Lastly, iPS cells are pluripotent cells derived by reprogramming of adult somatic cells such as fibroblasts. They can be generated using expression of a specific combination of transcription factors through viral transduction. Hence, in terms of their potential to give rise to cells of various lineages iPS cells are related to ES cells [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Cellular therapy for Parkinson disease, Alzheimer disease, and Huntington disease
Cell-based therapies often include either cellular replacement or environmental enrichment. Concerning cellular replacement, transplanted cells may re-establish, improve, or stabilize neural networks. Regarding environmental enrichment, stem cells can be used to synthetize neuroprotective growth factors, provide support for cells still remaining, or hinder that toxic factors damage neurons at the affected site [1] .
Cellular therapy for Parkinson disease (PD):
PD is characterized by the progressive loss of muscle control resulting in shaking, rigidity, and slowness of movement. These symptoms result from the death of DA neurons in the substantia nigra. As the disease progresses symptoms also include cognitive and behavioral difficulties. PD is most prevalent among elderly persons. Current treatments include dopamine agonists, however, as the disease evolves and dopamine generating cells are lost, this treatment may be unsuccessful and some patients are also treated with surgery or deep brain stimulation to reduce motor deficits [1, 2] .
Cellular therapies aim at replacing lost DA neurons (cellular replacement). DA neurons have been harvested from fetal tissue and transplanted into patients. These trials disclosed variable and mostly negative results and they demonstrated that some research subjects developed side-effects such as involuntary movements, so-called graft-induced dyskinesias [12] . However, other clinical trials have shown that patients have exhibited marked symptomatic relief after transplantation of DA neurons from fetal tissue, however, to improve the clinical outcome the survival of the cells from transplanted fetal tissue has to be increased [13] .
ES cells can be differentiated into DA neurons by adding factors normally involved in DA development [4] . These DA neurons have been transplanted into rat models, which led to functional recovery [1, 2, 4] . However, if not all ES cells transplanted are fully differentiated into DA neurons upon transplantation there is a certain risk of tumorigenicity. In rat models tumor formation from such cells has been reported [3, 4] . Similar to the use of transplanted fetal tissue, DA neurons derived from ES cells have the disadvantage that they origin from a non-autologous source and therefore, there is a risk of immune rejection [4] . Therefore, the use of iPS cells to produce patient-specific DA neurons is investigated. In several experiments fibroblasts from patients were reprogrammed by viral transduction and subsequently differentiated in culture into DA neurons (iPS cells). These iPS cells were then transplanted into a PD rodent model leading to improved functional deficits and causing cells to integrate into the tissue of the animal [1, 14] . A major concern with some of the methods used for generating iPS cells is the risk of using viral vectors for transduction and the subsequent risk of tumor formation [3] .
Environmental enrichment has also been investigated as a means to maintain remaining DA neurons and stop further degeneration. MSCs and NPCs were designed to produce growth factors such as GlialDerived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF), Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF), Insulin-like Growth Factor-I (IGF-I), and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF). Transplantation of these engineered cells in a PD rodent model led to DA neuronal protection and the promotion of functional recovery [1, 7, 15] . Mesenchymal stem cells from CB (Human Umbilical cord Mesenchymal Stem Cells (HUMSCs)) have been modified by VEGF gene transfer and transplanted into parkinsonian rats. The VEGF expression enhanced HUMSC-differentiation into dopaminergic neuron-like cells. Parkinsonian rats receiving modified HUMSC showed a significant normalization of the phenotype and reduced loss of dopaminergic neurons in the lesioned substantia nigra [7] . Similar results to those found by Xiong et al. [7] were obtained by Li et al. [8] .
Hence, both cellular replacement and environmental enrichment have shown progress as potential candidates for future treatment of PD.
Cellular therapy for Alzheimer disease (AD):
AD is a progressive disease, in which memory and cognitive skills are slowly declining. AD is the most common form of dementia. This disease may develop undiagnosed for several years and the first symptoms can mistakenly be interpreted as age-related concerns such as memory loss and confusion. Often persons diagnosed with AD are over 65 years of age. When AD progresses later symptoms also count irritability and aggression. These symptoms are due to a widespread loss of neurons and synaptic contacts throughout the brain. Contemporary treatments of AD do not stop the disease from progressing; however, they affect symptoms such as behavioral and cognitive defects by enhancing cholinergic function [1, 2] .
Since stem cells can migrate when transplanted into the brain and they can be genetically modified to express new genes, they are good candidates for treating AD. Expression of growth factors may provide environmental enrichment to protect and enrich surviving neurons. For instance, stem cells can be modified to express nerve growth factor (NGF), which hinders neuronal death and improves memory in animal models of aging [2] . Also, fibroblasts expressing NGF from patients have been tested in a phase I clinical trial, in which these fibroblasts were transplanted into a cholinergic center in the brain and caused some benefits to patients [1] . A Danish biopharmaceutical company NsGene is currently developing a therapy for AD based on encapsulated human epithelial cells genetically modified to secrete NGF [16, 17] . In preclinical studies NGF secreting cells were implanted into the basal forebrain of Göttingen minipigs. It was found that the implants were well tolerated by the pigs and functionally active upon explantation [16] . A clinical phase 1b trial was initiated in 2008 with 6 enrolled patients who underwent 12 months of therapy. The final outcomes of this study have not yet been published, but according to Fjord-Larsen et al. [17] the results are promising. In order to be able to increase the dose of NGF, a system was designed based on transposonmediated transfer of the transgenes. In this way multiple copies of the transgenes were inserted between two transposon terminal inverted repeats resulting in a 10-fold higher NGF expression compared to the initial construct mentioned above generated by using standard transfection techniques [17] .
The level of BDNF is lowered in AD patients and increasing BDNF causes environmental enrichment by supporting host neurons resulting in neurogenesis and protection of neuronal function. For instance, NPC grafts were transplanted into rodent AD models along with BDNF enhancement, which resulted in increased synaptic density and cognitive function [1] .
Not only the death of neurons and the reduced synthesis of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine are the main reasons to cause AD. Thus several studies have shown that misfolding and aggregation of proteins such as extracellular β-amyloid (Aβ) deposits and intracellular hyperphosphorylated tau (p-tau) may play an important role during AD formation. Aggregation of Aβ causes downstream loss of dendrites and synapses and disruption of neuronal networks. Increasing levels of Aβ is an early cause in the chain of events that leads to aggregation of tau protein, neuronal dysfunction, and dementia. By progressing age, the level of Aβ increases in the brain and this is highly probably due to the impaired protein quality control processes. Studies indicate that the increased level of Aβ initiates a decade before the onset of AD. Thus, it would be necessary to impede the seeding cascade of Aβ for cellular therapies to be effective against AD [18, 19] . The possible impact of in vitro co-cultivation of HUMSCs with hippocampal neurons treated with Aβ was studied by Lee et al. [9] . In this study Aβ lead to reduced hippocampal apoptosis. Furthermore, HUMSCs transplanted into an AD mouse model led to glial activation and reduction in oxidative stress and apoptosis in the brains of the mice. Furthermore, AD mice transplanted with HUMSCs showed a restoring of memory and learning functions [9] .
Cellular therapy for Huntington disease (HD):
HD is a neurodegenerative genetic disease caused by an autosomal dominant mutation in the huntingtin gene. The mutated form of the protein coded by this gene causes gradual damage in specific areas of the brain affecting muscle coordination and leading to cognitive decline, dementia, and personality changes resulting from the progressive loss of medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in the brain. Symptoms often begin when affected persons are middle-aged. Despite identification of the genetic basis of the HD, the mechanisms involved in the pathology of this disease are not completely understood which makes it difficult do design effective therapies [1, 2] . Both cellular replacement and environmental enrichment for HD have been studied. MSNs were harvested from fetal tissue and transplanted into HD rodent models and HD patients. In rodents, MSNs integrated and formed circuitry in the animal [20] . The treated HD patients showed minor temporary progress before inherent degeneration of neurons in a pattern similar to that observed in HD itself [21, 22] . Also, primed NPCs have been transplanted into a HD rat model and showed to accelerate sensorimotor function outcome [23] . For environmental enrichment NPCs were modified to overexpress the growth factor GDNF (which promotes the survival of many types of neurons) and transplanted into HD rodent models. This study demonstrated neuronal protection and functional recovery [1] . In HD, cellular therapy has shown most promising results in animal models. In patients, transplanted cells show a disease pattern similar to that of the disease itself 10 years after transplantation (even though transplanted cells do not contain the mutation of HD). This is to be seen in contrast to the grafted cells in Parkinson disease, in which the transplanted DA neurons remain viable, however, down-regulated [22] .
Lunn et al. [1] conclude that stem cells for both cellular replacement and environmental enrichment show great promise for future treatment of neurodegenerative diseases, in general. However, since the pathophysiology of each neurodegenerative disease is distinctive careful attention to each component of a clinical trial is required. We will look into these components of clinical trials in the next section.
Ethical Issues of Clinical Trials Regarding Cellular Therapy for Neurodegenerative Diseases
Lunn et al. [1] made some common considerations regarding each component of clinical trials for cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases. Some of these considerations are presented in Table 1 .
The first two columns of Table 1 present the views of Lunn et al. [1] regarding each component of clinical trials for cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases. In the third and fourth columns we have specified which ethical considerations and basic ethical principles are related to each component. For instance, the component 'inclusion/ exclusion criteria for patients or research subjects' is related to the ethical consideration of providing just access to clinical trials (fairness). Another example is the component 'realistic expectations of clinical trials'. Informed consent forms must tell the patient about the trial, its expectations, possible side effects etc. This component is related to the ethical consideration of informed consent. 'Realistic expectations' also have to do with the expectations of therapeutic effects, which are related to the ethical considerations of health impacts.
From Table 1 , we can see that the ethical considerations of clinical trials for cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases fall into three classifications: 1) Fairness, 2) Informed consent, and 3) Risk-benefit analysis. Here, we will show which basic ethical principles are related to these classifications of ethical considerations.
Fairness
Often the concept of fairness is associated with the distribution of goods and burdens. If goods are in short supply in society it is important to have valid principles of justice to determine how these goods can be allocated fairly. Hence, the term fairness is associated with ethical principles of justice [5] .
Informed consent
The term informed consent is closely related to the ethical principle of respecting the autonomy of the patient or the research subject, since informed consent is based upon the notion that the patient giving consent is able to act autonomously which is to act intentionally, with understanding, and without controlling influences that determine her or his action [5] . Hence, the justification of informed consent is to protect the autonomous choice of the patient or the research subject.
Risk-benefit analysis
A risk-benefit analysis is an assessment of probable risks in relation to probable benefits, which is a ratio between "the probability and magnitude of an anticipated benefit and the probability and magnitude of an anticipated harm" [5] . A risk-benefit analysis is often followed by risk management which is to judge how much risk is acceptable.
Basically, a risk-benefit analysis is a balancing of the principles of nonmaleficence and beneficence.
Above, we have argued that the four basic ethical principles at stake in clinical trials for cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases are the principles of justice, respect for autonomy, beneficence, and nonmaleficence. Beauchamp and Childress base their bioethical theory on these principles and we believe that this theory is a well-argued approach to analyze the ethical issues of clinical trials for cellular therapy for neurodegenerative diseases. In the next section we will present the ethical theory of Beauchamp and Childress.
Method for Case Analysis in Biomedical Ethics
Many approaches can be chosen for analyzing problems in biomedical ethics such as the ones discussed in this article. In our view, Beauchamp and Childress' cross cultural ethical theory based on principles is the most fruitful starting point. The principles they promote are well-known: Respect for autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice. The principles justify or correspond to some moral rules: For instance, the rule 'Do not kill' is justified by the principle of nonmaleficence, the rule 'Tell the truth' is justified by the principle of respect for autonomy, the rule 'Prevent evil or harm from occurring' is justified by the principle of beneficence, the rule 'Obey the law' is justified by the principle of justice. In Figure 1 [24] , a short formulation of the four principles is presented.
Beauchamp and Childress believe that morally serious persons share these moral rules in common and that the rules are cross cultural; hence American, Japanese, and Italian people know them. Since, the rules are cross cultural, they have normative force in spite of cultural differences and we can judge cultures by use of or according to these rules. If persons do not live up to these rules they are immoral. The principles and the rules constitute the foundation of the universal common morality and Beauchamp calls this 'morality in the narrow sense'. From this point of view there is no difference between American, Japanese, and Italian morality. However, different moralities do exist [25] the common rules and principles are specified differently in different cultures because of "different philosophical, religious, or cultural commitments" [25] And this is what Beauchamp calls morality 'in the broad sense'. Beauchamp puts it: "In all cultures the interpretation and specification of norms, the reconstruction of traditional beliefs, the balancing of different values, and negotiation are essential on an ongoing basis" [25] So, whereas morality in the narrow sense or the common morality contains only general moral standards which are abstract, universal, and content-thin, morality in the broad sense presents concrete, non-universal, and content-rich norms [26] . Hence, morality in the narrow sense may be specified into morality in the broad sense and here moral differences are recognized.
We regard the ethical theory of Beauchamp and Childress as useful for analyzing complex ethical cases of biomedicine. If we are confronted with an ethically complex case of biomedicine, morality in the narrow sense (the four principles of respect for autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice) are the starting point. These principles are not absolute, but rather prima facie binding in the sense that they should be fulfilled as long they are not in conflict with other principles. If two or more principles are in conflict they are to be specified and balanced. Specifying a principle means to give it action-guiding content by specifying who are involved, where does the action take place, when does the action take place, to whom or by whom is the action to be done or avoided. This specification has to be done while retaining the moral obligations in the original form of the principle. Maybe the conflict among the principles is eradicated by this specification, if not the principles are to be balanced. However, before balancing parallels or analogies can be made to past decisions of moral rights and wrongs in cases (paradigm cases), these decisions can serve as an authority for decisions in new cases. However, the analogies to past cases have to be normative analogies hence normative principles have to link the cases. This way a casuistic method is part of using Beauchamp and Childress' principles for case analysis [27] .
If the conflict between principles is not eradicated by specification and drawing analogies to paradigm cases, the principles have to be balanced. Balancing is about the weight and strength of the principles and when principles are balanced one principle is infringed by another [5] . Beauchamp & Childress propose six conditions which constrain balancing and which must be met to justify the infringement of one prima facie principle by another (Figure 2 ) [28] .
In case analysis, principles are specified and balanced and parallels are drawn to paradigm cases. This way moral diversity is recognized in the sense that there might be no single right solution to a case as more than one solution might be morally justified solutions [27] .
The principle of respect for autonomy
• "As a negative obligation: Autonomous actions should not be subjected to controlling constraints by others" ( [5] p. 104).
• "As a positive obligation, this principle requires both respectful treatment in disclosing information and actions that foster autonomous decision making" ( [5] p. 104). Furthermore, this principle obligates to "disclose information, to probe for and ensure understanding and voluntariness, and to foster adequate decision making" ( [5] p. 104).
The principle of beneficence
• One ought to prevent and remove evil or harm.
• One ought to do and promote good ( [5] p. 151).
The principle of nonmaleficence
"One ought not to inflict evil or harm", where harm is understood as "thwarting, defeating, or setting back some party's interests" ( [5] pp. 151-152).
The principle of justice
Beauchamp & Childress do not think that a single principle can address all problems of distributive justice ( [5] p. 241). They defend a framework for allocation that incorporates both utilitarian and egalitarian standards. A fair health care system includes two strategies for health care allocation: 1) a utilitarian approach stressing maximal benefit to patients and society, and 2) an egalitarian strategy emphasising the equal worth of persons and fair opportunity ( [5] pp. 275, 281). 1.
"Good reasons can be offered to act on the overriding norm rather than on the infringed norm".
2.
"The moral objective justifying the infringement has a realistic prospect of achievement".
3.
"No morally preferable alternative actions are available".
4.
"The lowest level of infringement, commensurate with achieving the primary goal of the action, has been selected".
5.
"Any negative effects of the infringement have been minimized". Conditions that must be met to justify infringement of one prima facie principle by another [5, 28] .
As already said, there are other theories useful for case analysis in biomedical ethics. However, we believe that the theory of Beauchamp and Childress is well argued and a good candidate for ethical case analysis. Their theory has been developed over thirty years with six revisions since the first publication. Philosophers have discussed the theory and given suggestions for improvements [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . During the six editions of their work, Beauchamp and Childress have incorporated some of these suggestions; however, we will not go into this debate here.
Steps in an Ethical Analysis
We propose three steps in an ethical analysis of cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases.
The first step is to identify which ethical considerations or principles are at stake in the specific trial at hand. However, generally, in all clinical trials the following ethical considerations are important: Informed consent of research subjects or patients, risk analysis of possible side effects, specification of possible therapeutic effects, equitable access of patients to clinical trials, and adequate compensation should be paid to research subjects or patients ( Table 2 ).
The second step in the ethical analysis is to collect relevant clinical information (technical or scientific information) to perform a riskbenefit analysis regarding possible side effects and to specify possible therapeutic effects for patients.
The third step is to consider whether some of the ethical principles do conflict and whether they need to be specified and balanced. Also, at this step parallels are drawn to paradigm cases.
In the following we will perform the second step in the ethical analysis of cellular therapy for PD, AD, and HD, hence to list possible side effects and to specify possible therapeutic effects for patients (mentioned earlier in this article) and present them in (Table 3) .
We can see from Table 3 that cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases seem to have therapeutic effects in patients (however, in HD the most promising results were shown in animal models [22] and the most common side effect reported is the risk of tumor formation by stem cells not fully differentiated into neurons upon transplantation or following viral transduction and subsequent differentiation to create iPS. This risk of tumor formation may be avoided by differentiating stem cells in culture before transplantation.
The third step in the ethical analysis is to judge whether the ethical principles at stake conflict and whether they are to be specified and balanced. For instance, in a PD trial regarding cellular replacement of ES cells differentiated into DA neurons the risk of developing tumors may be so high that it outweighs the possible therapeutic effect for the patient. In that case, the views of the physician and the patient need to be respected (respect for autonomy) and balanced. As can be seen, to perform the third step in the ethical analysis we need specific information for the actual study or trial at hand.
Ethical Issues of Using Stem Cells from Fetuses and Embryos as Source for Transplantation
Quite a few scientific articles in the field of cellular therapies stress that there are ethical and religious arguments against using tissue from developing embryos and ESCs as sources for transplantation. However, these articles do not explain what these arguments are. The ethical issues regarding the use of tissue from fetuses and ESCs for transplantation have a more basic nature than the ethical considerations directly associated with clinical trials presented above. In this section, we will first present the views of the scientists and then go into the ethical arguments against using stem cells from fetuses and embryos.
Views of scientists in the field of cellular therapy
DA neurons have been harvested from developing embryos and transplanted into PA patients. Kim and de Vellis [2] point out that "fetal tissue transplantation has grave problems associated with ethical and religious questions and logistics of acquiring fetal tissues". And Dyson and Barker [4] write that "ethical and logistical difficulties involved in the use of multiple fetuses for each PD patient undergoing transplantation means that this therapy is unlikely to ever become a routine treatment for PD". Also, these researchers indicate: "Stem cells themselves are not without ethical issues, especially ESCs, and thus the move towards iPS cells may be seen as a move towards a more ethically acceptable source of cells that also obviates concerns about tissue availability and immune rejection" [4] .
Regarding the use of DA neurons from embryos to treat PA, Ganz et al. [3] wrote: "Owing to ethical and practical problems, embryonic stem cells require replacement by better-suited stem cells. As fetal tissue availability is limited and may present ethical implications, researchers searched for alternative sources of DA-secreting cells". These alternative sources could either be ESCs or MSCs; however, whereas ESCs face limitations regarding their risk of tumor formation, MSCs are good candidates for transplantation. Hence, Ganz et al. [3] write that the use of MSCs for PA "circumvents the ethical problems concerning fetal tissue usage, thus making them attractive for regenerative medicine research". These arguments are also pointed out by Dantuma et al. [35] and Lunn et al. [1] write that the "potential limitations of utilizing fetal tissue, however, include ethical concerns, and the ability to obtain adequate amounts of tissue for treatment". They conclude that key issues still remain regarding cell therapies "based on the ethical implications of utilizing fetal tissues and the dangers associated with cellular therapies such as graft overgrowth and the presence of nonneuronal cells within grafts".
As can be seen, scientists agree that there are ethical problems associated with the use of tissue from developing embryos and ESCs as sources for transplantation. Also, there is a practical problem of obtaining enough tissues from fetuses for transplantations. These scientists search for other cell sources for instance MSCs and iPS, however, they do not explain what are the ethical arguments against using tissue from developing embryos and ESCs for transplantation. Both MSCs and iPS are autologous and thereby reduce the risk of immunological rejection and they are multipotent meaning that they give rise to fewer cell types than for instance ESCs which are pluripotent. So, there are both pros and cons of searching for alternative cell sources for transplantation. Now, we will go into the ethical arguments against using stem cells from fetuses and embryos.
The moral status of fetuses and embryos
When discussing the ethics of using tissue from developing embryos and ESCs for transplantation, it is relevant to determine whether fetuses and embryos are protected by ethical principles including the principles of respect for autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice. Whether fetuses and embryos are protected by moral norms depends on whether or not they possess moral status. If they have moral status, they are protected by moral principles. To find out whether fetuses and embryos have moral status we need to determine which properties that confer moral status. Some theories hold that properties such as sentience and rationality are what count as properties relevant for moral status. Others argue that there is only one property that confers moral status and, viz. human dignity. However, according to Beauchamp and Childress, the concept of human dignity is unclear and obscure and they cannot find convincing arguments justifying this concept in moral theory [5] . According to these ethicists, there is no single theory on moral status that can solve ethical issues of for instance the use of tissue from developing embryos and ESCs for transplantation, they think that different theories need to be combined to give a framework for the analysis of these cases [5] . In the following, we will go through different suggestions on which properties are relevant for having moral status and thereby for being protected by ethical principles.
Some theories maintain that only human beings (members of Homo sapiens) have moral status. So, according to these theories both human fetuses and embryos have moral status and also a person having a brain damage possesses full moral status and is protected by moral norms. However, according to Beauchamp and Childress [5] in the future using species criteria may not be as clear as it seems, for instance a monkey-human chimera designed for the purposes of stem cell research, is this chimera protected by moral norms? Other theories maintain that moral status is based on specific properties such as intelligence, or the capacity to feel pain. However, some humans lack these characteristics and some non-humans such as monkeys may possess them. Beauchamp and Childress believe that some human properties are a sufficient condition of moral status but not a necessary condition [5] . For instance, theories may maintain that moral status is based on cognitive properties such as perception, understanding, and thinking. These theories focus on the autonomous human being as having moral status, however, these theories do not protect vulnerable human beings such as fetuses morally, since these beings without cognitive properties do not possess moral status. However, generally we believe it obvious that these beings do possess some degree of moral status. The theories focusing on cognitive properties do not explain why specifically cognitive properties are morally relevant properties and thereby determine the moral status of beings. These theories lack other morally relevant properties such as being able to feel pain and pleasure. Beauchamp and Childress [5] conclude that cognitive properties are a sufficient condition of moral status but not a necessary condition.
Other theories base moral status on the properties of feeling suffering and well-being. Beauchamp and Childress believe that these properties are a sufficient condition to possess some degree of moral status. They believe that the principle of nonmaleficence is the most basic principle of morality, in that actions causing pain or suffering are morally wrong per se. These theories based on sentience protect animals and vulnerable human beings morally. However, they do not
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Adequate compensation should be paid to research subjects Fairness Justice [5] conclude that sentience is a sufficient condition for having moral status. They suggest that the theories based on sentience could tell what kind of being that has moral status and the theories based on cognitive properties could tell the degree of moral status [5] .
Now we will see whether we can formulate some practical ethical guidelines for the use of tissue from the developing embryo or ESCs for transplantation. Often we see three positions: The developing embryo or the blastocyst are to be regarded as 1) simple tissue, 2) potential human life with some moral status, or 3) full human life with full moral status. The first position is some times supported by scientists, while the last position has many religious defenders. The second position is based on potentiality (or potential persons) so that the moral status of embryos increases during development. According to the second position, the moral status of fetuses is downgraded compared to persons because of the lack of sentient and cognitive properties [5] .
Beauchamp and Childress [5] concluded that some human properties such as cognitive properties are a sufficient condition of moral status but not a necessary condition. And they maintained that the properties of feeling suffering and well-being are a sufficient condition to possess some degree of moral status. They suggested that the theories based on sentience could tell what kind of beings that have moral status and the theories based on cognitive properties could tell the degree of moral status [5] . If we follow these directions we would end up with the first or second positions: 1) That the developing embryo or the blastocyst is to be regarded as simple tissue since they lack sentient and cognitive capacities and thereby do not have moral status or 2) That the developing embryo or the blastocyst is to be regarded as potential human life with increasing moral status during development. We believe that there are good reasons to defend the second position, that the developing embryo or the blastocysts are to be regarded as potential human life with increasing moral status during development, and, thus, protected by ethical principles. Obviously, the principle of respect for autonomy cannot be applied because of the lack of cognitive properties. But the principle of nonmaleficence can be applied in the sense that harvesting cells causes destruction of the embryo. The nonmaleficence caused by destruction should be balanced with potential benefits for the patients. We would argue that this balancing should lead to the ethical requirement that the blastocyst and the developing embryo should be treated with increasing respect and only used for research where no other cellular sources available. Furthermore, we believe that the research within the field of cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases is so promising that we weight the potential beneficence regarding the treatment of patients and therefore support the use of tissue from the developing embryos and ESCs for transplantation.
Conclusion
Here we have gone through possible future cellular therapies including both cellular replacement and environmental enrichment for the neurodegenerative diseases PD, AD, and HD. We have specified possible therapeutic effects and possible side effects for patients and concluded that cellular therapies may have therapeutic effects for patients and that the most commonly reported side effect is the risk of tumor formation. This risk may be avoided by differentiating stem cells in culture before transplantation.
We have argued that, generally, in all clinical trials the following ethical considerations are essential: Informed consent of research subjects or patients, risk analysis of possible side effects, specification of possible therapeutic effects, equitable access of patients to clinical trials, and adequate compensation should be paid to research subjects or patients. The related ethical principles are respect for autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice. The ethical theory of Beauchamp and Childress [5] is based on these principles and we conclude that this theory is a well-founded theory useful for analyzing complex ethical cases of biomedicine such as cellular therapies. By using cellular therapy for neurodegenerative diseases as a model system we have shown how to perform the three steps in an ethical case analysis using Beauchamp and Childress' principles.
Several articles on cellular therapy for neurodegenerative diseases mention that there are ethical issues associated with the use of tissue from the blastocysts and the developing embryo, however, these articles do not specify what these ethical issues are. Here we have explained that the ethical issues are related to the degree of moral status we ascribe to the blastocysts and the developing embryo. We believe that the blastocysts and the developing embryo are to be seen as potential human life with increasing moral status during development. Since the blastocysts and the embryo have moral status they are protected by ethical principles and we think that they should be treated with increasing respect and only used for research where no other cellular sources available. We conclude that research in cellular therapies for neurodegenerative diseases seem promising and we weight the potential beneficence caused by the therapeutic effect for patients and therefore believe that the use of tissue from the developing embryos and ESCs for transplantation is morally justified.
